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the song of all the songs that had a big family connection. Alongside that, and right through school, it 

was about the formal standing up on a stage in front of people singing competitively.  

 

 

 

It wasn't until I left school that I really began to get a sense that there was more to it. The first thing I 

ever heard that began to open up new songs was Dick Gaughlan’s version of ‘Westlan Winds’. It was 

the most amazing thing  I had ever heard. For me, still, that's one of the top five recorded songs of any 

kind. It's just so beautiful, and the song itself is so rich and has so much to say about nature and 

society.  

 

 [Valentina] As you say, there is such a tremendous range in his work from that thoughtful approach 

to nature and to life around him with ‘Westlan winds’. There is so much more. I suppose recently 

there's been more awareness of Burns' political side: I am thinking of Sheena Wellington's 

performance of ‘A Man's a Man’ at the opening of the Scottish Parliament. 

 

[Karine] It had such a huge resonance; it really was a big statement.  Quite often the political 

significance of Burns is realised more in other countries than it has been here; there is a whole 

network of Burns clubs in Russia and he's got cult, iconic status there as a poet with socialist 

underpinnings. It is amazing to realise that, if 
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Also the way that he writes about women. He doesn't write about women in a disrespectful way. Even 

in the romantic songs, you genuinely get the sense that he really cares about every single one of the 

women that he's writing for. Obviously he'd a very complicated romantic life, many, many partners 

and many children,and all the rest of it, and a reputation as a ladies’ man, but he genuinely writes 

about women as characters. They're not just dolls, they have opinions, they have feelings, and he is 

very aware of the social situation of women, the restraints upon them, the fact that many of them are 

still forced into marriages with people they don't love or who are much older than them, the whole 

tocher/ dowry thing, selling off your daughter. This was all happening at the time. For all there's a 

whole bunch of women who are beginning to have a sense of freedom, sexual freedom and all the 

rest, there's still this social constraint. He writes about all of that. 

 

[Valentina]  He covers the whole range of human experience and quite often from a woman's 

perspective, right from the pure love of ‘A red red rose’ to the other extent of the bawdy material from 

The Merry Muses and, somewhere in the middle, songs that show the experiences of bad marriages. 

That diversity is what makes him a great songwriter. 

 

 [Karine] Talking about Burns as an inspiring character from different perspectives, I took part in a 

thing recently that was called Ravi Burns, a meeting of Glasgow-based poets and musicians from the 

Indian community and Scottish traditional musicians. It was great crack. One of the things that got 

played was a reggae version by a Jamaican artist of ‘The Slave's Lament’ which was totally amazing. 

I didn't even know it existed. But anyway, the song's got legs and not just in Scotland, which I think is 

interesting.  

 

 [Valentina] A beautiful song, and terrifically powerful. It’s Maya Angelou’s favourite Burns song. 

I'm sure I'm not the first person to have thought this, but there's a sort of resonance in the way that 

Burns manages to take the experience of a slave, thousands of miles away from where he has lived, 
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of the experience of that person. Maybe Burns as the son of a tenant farmer wasn't indentured but 

there's a deep similarity of experience.  

 

[Karine] There's a tremendous sympathy. Although it is written about a specific time and place, like 

so many enduring songs, you can read into that contemporary meanings. It would be very easy to take 

the core of what that song is about and think about the current situation of asylum seekers or other 

current social and political things. You could still find some kind of resonance; it's not lost any of its 

meaning which is the measure of a good song. 

 

Alison McMorland sings a song called  ‘The Virginia Maid's Lament’, which was around at the same 

time as Burns. She reckons Burns pinched ‘The Slave's Lament’ from it. It's a very good song as well:  

longer and more detailed. What he's done, if it's true, is distilled it into something simpler and a wee 

bit more universal. He was shameless about pinching stuff, and  didn't perceive it as pinching!  

 

He consciously knew what was on the go: he collected traditional songs and traditional tunes, or he 

found out who had the collections. He knew the other songwriters of his day and he didn't fear using 

that material, drawing on it.  Nowadays people do that all the time and chord patterns are circulated 

and phrases are picked up. People sample stuff, they lift whole bits of songs and put them into their 

songs exactly as they are. In a way, with the technology available in his day, Burns was doing that. He 

was not only a really amazing original writer but he was a good pilferer of whatever was on the go!   

He used it really creatively.  

 

 [Valentina] Yes, and he has tremendous respect for other songwriters.  

 

[Karine] At the time when he's writing, in the 18th century in terms of the music world there's the 

burgeoning of the high art-music kind of scene, the classical scene, and also this traditional music, 

songs of the people and all the rest of it. He recognised the value of that at the time. I think that's 

politically significant of itself. 
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[Valentina]  Is Burns relevant for the modern songwriter? 

 

[Karine]  There's certainly a few writers now who are quite 
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like is, ‘O Robin Sure in Hairst’, which is quite a cheeky wee number. I like the tune of it; it's got a 

good ploddy metre.  

 

It's a good wee song. I love the clipped sound of all the words. On the subject of songs that show 

women in a kind of more stroppy mood, a great one is ‘O Can Ye Labour Lea Young Man, O Can Ye 

Labour Lea?’ It's basically a woman taunting a man about whether he can hold his own in the sack. 

The dance songs were a good format for Burns to be cheeky, quite saucy, quite satirical, but quite 

pointed at the same time. They're not throwaway songs, most of them have this little essence in them, 

there's a wee dig in almost all of them, or a little social observation that tells you something about the 

times.  
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[Karine] I love that song. I got married earlier this year and my dad—he didn't sing it, he's not much 

of a singer, but he read the lyrics. To watch my dad reading that poem and nearly on the verge of 

crying in front of all these people nearly had me totally finished in about the first minute of the 

ceremony. I think Burns was aware of  the whole issue of economy in terms of thinking about 

contemporary songwriting. He is both economical and extremely florid. He can do the two extremes. 

He can do the super 18th century florid language when it suits him and he can do these stripped down 

perfect little things that are over and they've just said it all in no time at all.  

 

 “My Love is like a Red Red Rose” is a beautiful song but very hard to sing. Talking about which 

songs of Burns have survived and which haven't, that's kind of a rare one, because that is a really 

difficult tune to sing and it's a very big range. There are a lot of Burns' songs that he set to fiddle tunes 

which are two octave ranges at least. There are not many of us can sing two octaves comfortably 

without a wee bit of a screich at some part or other of your register.  

 

 One of the songs I had great pleasure in finding was ‘As I was A' wanderin'’ which was about being 

jilted and forsaken. It's a terribly sad, absolutely beautiful song with an extraordinarily difficult tune: 

that’s the only reason it's not more widely known because the words are absolutely beautiful. It's 

‘weel, since he has left me may sorrow gae wae him. I may be distressed but I willnae complain. I'll 

flatter my fancy that I may find another, my heart it shall never be broken for ane.’  It's a woman 

who's had her heart broken, but she's going and that's the end of it. I'm going to get over it.’ But a 

really difficult song to sing. 

 

It’s amazing what a difference though the tune can make, like the two different tunes for ‘Auld Lang 

Syne’ The lower one has a very different feel and it changes the whole meaning of the song.  It's one 

of the most widely sung songs in the world. In a way we should be proud it's getting sung in any guise 

whatever and it's a song that's sung to celebrate so, great. But changing the tune of it gives it a lot 
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there was a stress, certainly if you think about Enlightenment Scotland, on formal English polite 

culture. So it's an act of cultural patriotism to be involved in a collecting project like that.  

 

[Karine] That's typical of the collectors over the past few hundred years in Scotland. Most of them 
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just a ‘why do I like that song, why does it work, what's it saying, how does he manage to create 

meaning on so many levels?’  

 

[Valentina] You can see the tricks but you can also see the immense erudition as well with Burns, as 

someone who is familiar not just with oral traditions but also with literary traditions. One of the 

striking things about him  is that he gives this impression quite often of there being not a lot of artifice 

in it, but it is actually very informed .  

 

[Karine] That's the whole thing when people come to talk about how to be original in any kind of art 

form, it's almost like you get tainted by all the stuff that went before you and, if you're a songwriter 

you should just ignore what's going on around you and just deal with your own thing. That's absolute 

rubbish. It works for a few people but for most people it's a good lesson to be aware of what you like 

and what you don't like and why things work and don't work. You have to be aware of what people 

have done before you and what's around you in order to better yourself.  

 

It's not just listening to other people's songs, it's listening to the way people talk and the way they 

phrase things. If you're working with rhythm or melody or anything like that, that works on all kinds 

of levels, not just with songs.  It's everyday occurrences in your life, the sound of life around you. It's 
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excised all that stuff from the way that she spoke and so I grew up being quite posh, for Stirlingshire 

you understand. It was only later on that I realised that actually it was okay to use all these 

expressions that my grandparents were using and that I found in songs and liked. I decided I would 

keep those words and I would use them. I do use them. Songs are a good way to keep things alive and 

to expand what you allow yourself to do and say.  One of the things that’s come through BurnsSong is 

that people haven’t just used Scots in traditional music settings, they’ve taken liberties.  It’s hard to 

say, ‘Well if Burns was live today he’d be like 50 Cent.’ I’m sure he wouldn’t, but there are so many 

different kinds of music.  You should feel free to incorporate your experience into whatever one of 

those takes your fancy. 

 

[Valentina]  I don’t know if Burns might have liked 50 Cent but he'd probably have had a bash at 

writing in the style because he does like experimenting with different styles!   On that note, I would 

like to thank you, on behalf of the audience and myself, for a stimulating session and for sharing your 

knowledge and responsiveness to Burns’s work today. 
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